. . . L Many theoretical explanationshave been proposed to account for the exper-: -* imental observation of scaling in highly inelastic electron scattering. Although each of these, by design, predicts scaling behavior for electron scattering in the Bjorken limit region, the Hation of one approach to another is only poorly _ .
. .
understood at present. The subject of this letter is the relation between two of ' the currently most popular of these approaches: the.parton model of Feynman' and Bjorken' especially .as developed by Drell, Levy and Yan3; and the study of light cone singularities prop&ed by Ioffe, Frishman, Brandt, 4 and others.
It is often noted that these two approaches achieve scaling predictions for inelastic electrpn scattering by assuming certain free field behavior: for the . .-commutators near the Qilt cone in the one instance, aild for the scattering amplitude in particular regions of momentum space in the other. In order to understand better the significance of this similarity, we explore more quanti-_ tatively the relation between these two approaches, first for the well-studied . -subject of electron scattering and second for the.production of massive leptonantilepton pairs in high-energy hadronic collisions.
Specifically, we display * -. . explicitly the coordinate space structure of the appropriate matrix elements which is implicit in the scaling laws'derived in the parton model, and further display the role of singularities near the light cone in determining this scaling behavior. Our techniques may be applied to scaling laws, derived independently of the parton model. For deep inelastic electron scattering we first derive our .
results from the scaling laws without discussing specific theoretical origins for In studying this process by light cone techniques, 7 one assumes not only that the light cone dominates but also that the leading singularity is that "measured" in inelastic electron scattering. The absence of this singularity in the parton model for this process is associated with the absence of an elastically scattered parton s -__.-in the final state. .
To begin, recall that inelastic electron scattering is characterized by the _.C-.
. well-known structure functions W1 and W2 defined by: whereP*q = Mv;q2= -Q2 S 0.
. We restrict our attention to the contracted tensor WL: the slightly more complicated general case together with the similarly straightforward extension to the current commutator will be handled elsewhere. * l Inelastic scattering experiments at SLAC' support the bypothesis'that in the 4 ; 2 "' : -Bjorken limit (v , Q -ao; x = Q2/2 Mv finite) Wland VW2 become functions of x alone: I so that:
/ Since x is kinematically constrained-to be between zero and one, we have:
We now substitute into this the following identity:
where and P P .--is a four-vector satisfying: P2 rl =m2;Pv*q= ?JMv. We obtain:
Up to terms whose Fourier transform.vanishes in the scaling limit, the coordinate space structure of the matrix element is then: . 
: . -7-:
The leading light cone singularity of the single particle matrix element of the . . . . ., . , . current product (cf Eq. 2) does not enter this matrix element. In fact, Eq. (8)  4  11  1 has no singularity at all on the light cone, unless Fpa or FhZ is far more I -.
badly behaved than the overall structure functions appear to be (again the apd parent divergence at q = 0 does not contribute in the s,Q2+cc limit Lastly we note that the lack of a singul@ty in the mat& element state is linked, as we would expect, with the lack of a scattered parton in the final state. 
